Visual Berrypicking in Large Image Collections
Exploring image collections using similarity-based two-dimensional maps is an ongoing research area that faces two main challenges: with increasing size of
the collection and complexity of the similarity metric projection accuracy rapidly degrades and computational costs prevent online map generation. We
propose a prototype that creates the impression of panning a large (global) map by aligning inexpensive small maps showing local neighborhoods. By
directed hopping from one neighborhood to the next the user is able to explore the whole image collection. Additionally, the similarity metric can be adapted
by weighting image features and thus users beneﬁt from a more informed navigation.

We propose to visualize only the set of
k-nearest neighbors for a given seed
image in a small map. By choosing
another image as a seed, the user is able
to hop from one neighborhood map to
another. Consecutive maps are aligned
to create a consistent transition that is,
ideally, perceived as panning a large
(global) map. Users are able to transfer
knowledge about the content and the
relevance of images accumulated during
the exploration process from one
visualization to the next. This allows the
user to navigate step-by-step through
the whole collection, which we call
visual berrypicking.
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We used Multi-dimensional Scaling
(MDS) for dimensionality reduction. By
limiting the number of images used to
compute the projection, we reduce the
impact of projection errors and thus
visualizations become more reasonable.
Transitions between consecutive maps
are animated. In order to make these
transitions as consistent as possible, we
align consecutive maps on their common
neighbors. We use Procrustes analysis
to reduce the sum of the squared
diﬀerences between the two sets of
images that remain visible during the
transition.
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Conventional list-based visualization (left), proposed map-based interface (right): consecutive maps are aligned.
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